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What is single cell technology?





Integrative single-cell analysis, Stuart et al., Nature review genetics (2019)



Typical single-cell RNA-seq analysis workflow

Current best practices in single-cell RNA-seq analysis: a tutorial, Malte D Luecken, Fabian J Theis, doi.org/10.15252/msb.20188746

https://www.embopress.org/doi/abs/10.15252/msb.20188746
https://www.embopress.org/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Malte+D+Luecken
https://www.embopress.org/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Fabian+J+Theis
https://doi.org/10.15252/msb.20188746
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Style transfer & domain adaptation by generative neural networks
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Method

where θ is a model learnable 

parameters in our neural network 

and zi is a latent variable, xi is your  

sample.

Approximate the posterior distribution



Results





scGen predicts perturbation response across different 
species



Model interpretability

Types of DNN 

Interpretability 

1) Example based methods

2)   Attribution Methods 

3)  Data Generation



Activation maximization

“Deep Inside Convolutional Networks: Visualizing Image Classification Models and Saliency Maps

Find the most likely input pattern 

for a given class.



AM modification

Synthesizing the preferred inputs for neurons in neural networks via deep generator networks, Nguyen et al. 2016.
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DL interpretation methods



Zebrafish development



Summary
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Example based methods

• Which training instance influenced the decision most?

• we need criticism to explain what are not captured by prototypes.

• Influential instances are the training data points that were the most influential for the 

parameters of a prediction model or the predictions themselves. Identifying and analyzing 

influential instances helps to find problems with the data, debug the model and understand the 

model’s behavior better.

• Does not highlight which features are important. 

https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/influential.html#influential

